AMENDMENT #1

DATE: 08TH APRIL 2022

REFERENCE:

RFQ Reference: RFQ/FJI/JPN/ 001/2022 – Supply of Construction (Hardware) Material for FSM

This is in reference to the ITB/FJI/JPN/003/21 dated 18 March 2022 for Supply of Construction (Hardware) Material for FSM

We hereby notify that the following updated were made to the subjected tender:

1. Bid submission deadline has been extended and the new submission date is 20/01/2022 (FSM Pohnpei Time)

The Bidders should consider above changes while preparing bid.

All other terms and conditions of the RFQ/FJI/JPN/ 001/2022 remain unchanged. This amendment is considered integral part of the solicitation documents and shall prevail in case of any discrepancy.

Sincerely,

UNDP Pacific Office
EDCR Project